Technologies & Entrepreneurship Funding Eco-System @ CWB, HKUST

**Research / Ideation**

- EAF - Entrepreneurship Acceleration Fund
- E-Fund - Entrepreneurship Fund
- EP - Entrepreneurship Program (*to be funded by joint incubation partner)
- Hackathons - hackUST/hardUST/Fintech Hack etc
- HBRI - HKUST-Bright Dream Robotics Joint Research Institution
- HKRI - HKUST-Kaisa Joint Research Institution
- HCIC - HKUST Collaboration Innovation Center
- ICE - The Innovation, Creativity & Entrepreneurship Scholarship
- OMC - One Million Dollar Entrepreneurship
- SSC - Sustainable Smart Campus Initiative
- SSC SG - SSC Seed Grant
- Techship Award - Technopreneurship Award
- TSSSU - Technology Start-up Support Scheme for Universities
- U*Star - University Startups Award
- YWY - Yeung Wing Yee Entrepreneurs Fund

**Prototyping / Commercial Exploration**

- HKRI/HBJRI/HCIC - Up to HK$ 3.5M Project with “New Startup”
- Sustainable Smart Campus Initiative - Average HK$ 800K
- Bridge-Gap-Fund - Up to HK$ 500,000 + SSC HK$100K Project for commercialization
- SSC Seed Grant - Up to HK$ 100K
- EAF - Up to HK$ 20K Prototyping & Marketing Ideation
- Hackathons/competitions - Up to HK$200K
- U*STAR - Up to HK$ 40K University Technology with Startup Potential

**Adoption / Productize**

- EP* - Up to HK$1M
- TSSSU - HK$ 200K – 800K Startup

**Ready for Marketing / Startup**

- YWY - Up to HK$ 200K Registered Company
- E-Fund (up to HK$ 2M)
- Hackathons/competitions - Up to HK$200K
- TSSSU - HK$ 200K – 800K Startup

**Scale of Funding Support**
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*Click on the funding name to view more details*
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- **BGF** - Bridge-Gap-Fund
- **EAF** – Entrepreneurship Acceleration Fund
- **E-Fund** – Entrepreneurship Fund
- **EP** – Entrepreneurship Program (*to be funded by joint incubation partner)
- **Hackathons** – hackUST/hardUST/FinTech Hack etc
- **HBRI** – HKUST-Bright Dream Robotics Joint Research Institution
- **HKJRI** – HKUST-Kaisa Joint Research Institution
- **HCIC** – HKUST Collaboration Innovation Center
- **ICE** - The Innovation, Creativity & Entrepreneurship Scholarship
- **OMC** - One Million Dollar Entrepreneurship
- **SSC** – Sustainable Smart Campus Initiative
- **SSC SG** – SSC Seed Grant
- **Tech-ship Award** – Technopreneurship Award
- **TSSSU** - Technology Start-up Support Scheme for Universities
- **U*Star** – University Startups Award
- **YWYF** – Yeung Wing Yee Entrepreneurs Fund

*Click on the funding name to view more details*